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Nedstar represents quality, affordability and 
colourfulness with a focus on design and 
product innovation.

Bringing passion and energy into our
products, Nedstar encourages individualism,
fosters trust and builds loyalty.

We are highly motivated to ensure that our 
products compliment both the social and 
serious player.

We have a passion and a love for what we
do, so why not join us and become part of
the Never Ending Dream.                                      

TRANSFERRING OUR LOVE

FOR THE GAME INTO OUR

PASSION FOR OUR PRODUCTS

Craig Fulton, 3 x Olympian



DREAM
SERIES

#airpower



CONSTRUCTION

100% CARBON

PROFILE

EXTREME BOW
DRAG FLICKING SPECIALIST STICK

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

The Extreme Bow originates at the 
lowest point in the shaft of the stick
helping to create dynamic ball 
movement and 3D skills.

A drag flicking specialist shape it works 
to project power from the turf into the 
air with precision and potency.

The 100% carbon content finds a balance
between air and turf and undoubtedly
delivers peak power on striking. 

Sexy and sleek best describes the colours
of the Dream LTD edition with added non-
slip hitting surface and a classy matt finish.

DREAM 
LIMTED EDITION
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DREAM SERIES

ALAN SOTHERN, IRELAND



ALAN SOTHERN, IRELAND

DREAM SERIES

CONSTRUCTION

60% CARBON

PROFILE

EXTREME BOW
DRAG FLICKING SPECIALIST STICK

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

The Extreme Bow originates at the
lowest point in the shaft of the stick
helping to create dynamic ball
movement and 3D skills.

A drag flicking specialist shape works
to project power from the turf into
the air with precision and potency.

The 60% carbon content allows for
softer feel in the head of the stick
being more forgiving with receiving
skills.

On trend in design in black matt 
with a non-slip finish on the hitting
surface.

DREAM 2 #
aircontrol  

200mm APEX

 

 



SUPERFLY

#powerfullystylish



KATELYN FALGOWSKI, USA

SUPERFLY



  

SUPERFLY

PETER CARUTH, IRELAND

CONSTRUCTION

100% CARBON

PROFILE

LOW BOW SHAPE

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

Light to the touch with maximal
power on the turf, this is our
powerhouse stick

A low bow shape compliments skills
whilst power output is effortless.

The chic colour design is exclusive 
to the Superfly range, with non-slip 
hitting surface and the classy matt
finish it undeniably looks as good 
as it plays. 

SUPERFLY #
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250mm APEX



LOWBOW
SERIES

#superresponsive



LOWBOW SERIES

CONSTRUCTION

90% CARBON

PROFILE

LOW BOW SHAPE

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

The carefully placed curve towards
the lower end of the shaft provides 
a low bow shape that compliments
most playing styles and skills.

Performing maximally in power 
with its 90% carbon content whilst
maintaining an excellent feel in 
the head of the stick.

The matt silver colour of the 
Low Bow 1 gives it an exclusive 
contemporary look with the finer 
detail of a non-slip hitting surface.

CONOR HARTE, IRELAND

LOWBOW 1 #
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220mm APEX

 



LOWBOW SERIES

CONSTRUCTION

50% CARBON

PROFILE

LOW BOW SHAPE

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

The carefully place curve towards the
lower end of the shaft provides a low
bow shape that compliments most
playing styles and skills.

An excellent balance between 
robustness and playability the Low
Bow 2 is a stick that will help bring
your game together.

The matt black finish and non-slip
hitting surface create a sleek piece 
of equipment.  

LOWBOW 2 #
b
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220mm APEX

 



CONSTRUCTION

20% CARBON

PROFILE

LOW BOW SHAPE

LENGTHS

36.5”

The carefully placed curve towards
the lower end of the shaft provides a
low bow shape that compliments
most playing styles and skills.

A perfectly shaped stick to improve
your skill set whilst mastering your
striking skills. 

A stick that will build confidence and
make sure you look good too.

LOWBOW 3 #
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220mm APEX

 

LOWBOW SERIES

LOWBOW 3 RED LOWBOW 3 PURPLE



GROOVE
SERIES

#progressiveinnovation



GROOVE SERIES

CONSTRUCTION

90% CARBON

PROFILE

GROOVE MOULD 

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

Power output is a combination of
high carbon content and balance
points, a perfect equilibrium between
power and aerial skills. 

A groove shaped mould facilitates an
effortless transition between the ball
on the turf and aerial skills.

The ball is guided along the groove
shaped channel creating progressive
motion by preventing players slowing
down to execute aerial skills.

With the striking colours of the G1, 
its matt finish and non-slip hitting
surface it will entice you to pick it up
and play. A super responsive stick that
won’t let you down.

G 1 #
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CONSTRUCTION

60% CARBON

PROFILE

GROOVE MOULD 

LENGTHS

36.5” & 37.5”

The 60% carbon generates
strength in the strike whilst
providing a sensitive touch 
for aerial skills. 

A groove shaped mould facilitates
an effortless transition between
the ball on the turf and aerial skills.

The ball is guided along the
groove shaped channel creating
progressive motion by preventing
players slowing down to execute
aerial skills.

The G2 in its bright orange
colouring pairs fashion and
technical skills as one.

G 2

 

 

250mm APEX

 

 

250mm APEX



DH1

#No.1shotstopper



DH1

DAVID HARTE, IRELAND



CONSTRUCTION

80% CARBON

PROFILE

STRAIGHT MOULD

LENGTHS

36.5” 

HEAD SHAPE

AVAILABLE IN A 
LARGER HEAD SHAPE 
FOR KEEPERS WHO 
WANT TO INCREASE 
THE SURFACE AREA

Combination of high carbon
content and the shape of the
DH1 Ltd edition, keepers have
the feel of an outdoor stick
and are confident in saving 
powerful drag flicks and field
shots as the stick is able to
take the impact.  

DH1
LIMTED EDITION
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250mm APEX

DH1DH1



CONSTRUCTION

45% CARBON

PROFILE

STRAIGHT MOULD

LENGTHS

36.5” 

HEAD SHAPE

AVAILABLE IN A 
LARGER HEAD SHAPE 
FOR KEEPERS WHO 
WANT TO INCREASE 
THE SAVING SURFACE
AREA

DH1
 

 

250mm APEX

DH1

A softer feel for an up and
coming aspiring keeper.



DOT
SERIES

#newenergy



DOT SERIES

CONSTRUCTION

100% GLASS FIBER

PROFILE

MID BOW SHAPE 

LENGTHS

36.5”, 35”, 34” & 32”
AVAILABLE IN BOTH 
SENIOR & JUNIOR SIZES

A beautifully bright 100% glass
fiber stick is the perfect entry-
level composite stick for any
young girl. 

The mid bow is a gentle curve
that simplifies shape whilst
learning the techniques of 
various skills. 

The fine heart and star design
detail bring a touch of fashion
to an aspiring player. 

DECO DOT #
hockeyfashion
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CONSTRUCTION

100% GLASS FIBER

PROFILE

MID BOW SHAPE 

LENGTHS

36.5”, 35”, 34” & 32”
AVAILABLE IN BOTH 
SENIOR & JUNIOR SIZES

A cheerful 100% glass fiber stick
is the perfect entry-level
composite stick for any young
girl. 

The mid bow is a gentle curve
that simplifies shape whilst
learning the techniques of 
various skills. 

The fine heart and star design
detail is brought to life in neon
pink and blue colours taking any
young girl to her happy place. 

DAINTY DOT
200mm APEX

220  APEX

2  

 

 

250mm APEX



BORN 
READY

CONSTRUCTION

100% GLASS FIBER

PROFILE

MID BOW SHAPE 

LENGTHS

36.5”, 35”, 34” & 32”
AVAILABLE IN BOTH 
SENIOR & JUNIOR SIZES

A replica of the Dream design, the 100%
glass fiber stick is the perfect entry-level
composite stick.

The mid bow is a gentle curve that 
simplifies shape whilst learning the 
techniques of various skills. 

#dreambig

 

 

250mm APEX
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JUNIOR
RANGE

#youngheroes



JUNIOR RANGE

CONSTRUCTION

LAMINATED WOOD

PROFILE

MID BOW SHAPE 

LENGTHS

34”, 33”, 32”, 30”, 28”

A combination of a mid bow
shape and funky colours 
creates a cool kids stick. 

The mid bow is a gentle curve
that simplifies shape whilst
players are able to learn the
techniques of various skills.

The perfect starter stick.

JUNIOR 
RANGE 

 

250mm APEX

MILLA STAR JAKE STAR LOLA BELLE
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NEDSTAR
ACCESSORIES

BACKPACK

A high quality backpack with a
single stick holder insert. Wet
and dry compartments with a
padded lap top section. Extra
padded double shoulder straps
for comfort. External water
bottle holder.

COLOURS:
Black, Pink

ANATOMICAL
GLOVE

The anatomical glove provides
full left hand protection. The
glove has reinforced inserts across
the back of the fingers and hand,
whilst the flexible material allows
for full movement of the hand.
The open palm ensures full stick
and hand contact preventing any
loss of tactility. 

SUPERFLY
SHIN PADS

Hard shell moulded shin guards
covered in a breathable mesh.
Manufactured for high impact
whilst remaining lightweight.

SIZES:
S, M, L



HOODY

300gram 100% combed cotton.
Sizes and colours on request.

CHAMOIS GRIPS

Water and sweat resistant grip
that adds fashion and functionality
to your stick.

KEY RINGS

Fun and colourful mini hockey stick
fashion accessory for the hockey fan. 

SOUVENIR

An 18" souvenir stick, use for collecting
autographs, for writing keepsake
messages from your team mates or as
a gift idea for a hockey lover. 

ACCESSORIES



INTERNATIONALS



NEDSTARHOCKEY.COM

SPONSORSHIP

E: nedstar@me.com

T: +353 (0) 83 445 4488

SOUTH AFRICA
SALES MANAGER

E: omari@nedstar.co.za

T: +27 (0) 83 702 1055

INTERNATIONAL SALES

E: nedstarinfo@gmail.com

E: info@nedstar.co.za

T: +353 (0) 83 802 0618

BECOME A NEDSTAR RETAILER

E: nedstarinfo@gmail.com

@nedstarhockey

NedstarHockey

nedstarhockey


